Problem background {#Sec1}
==================

An enduring theme of CSCL research has been the question of how computer-supported collaborative learning can be structured so that learning outcomes at the individual level (such as knowledge acquisition; e.g., Haake and Pfister [@CR14]) or at the group level (such as quality of a group product; e.g., Popov et al. [@CR46]) can be improved when compared to unstructured CSCL. Much of this research has been centered on the concept of *collaboration scripts* (e.g., Fischer et al. [@CR11]; Rummel et al. [@CR50]). Collaboration scripts scaffold the collaboration process within groups by specifying, sequencing and distributing activities and roles among the learners of a group (Kollar et al. [@CR35]). Even though such scripts generally have been shown to be effective (Vogel et al. [@CR60]), their application "in the wild", i.e., in informal, self-guided learning contexts, is not unproblematic, as scholars have criticized collaboration scripts for possibly over-structuring the learning process so that collaboration might become a highly coercive experience ("over-scripting"; Dillenbourg [@CR8]), though recent work challenges this concern (Radkowitsch et al. [@CR48]). Especially self-organized groups, i.e., groups that students form completely voluntarily based on their own initiative outside regular classroom contexts (e.g., to jointly study for an upcoming exam), might find discomfort in following such fine-grained externally imposed instructions. It is believed that this, in turn might even result in hampering effective learning (Raes et al. [@CR49]; Vauras et al. [@CR59]).

Although it is a very common form of collaborative learning, CSCL research has not extensively addressed self-organized collaborative learning thus far. Exceptions are studies by Hadwin et al. ([@CR16]) and Volet et al. ([@CR61]), who suggested that groups need help in joint planning (e.g., to help learners share their understanding of the given tasks) or in the selection of effective strategies (e.g., to help them ask effective questions). Nevertheless, collaboration in such studies was still structured at least in the sense that students were obliged to work at the university, to collaborate mainly using a computer, and to work uniformly on predetermined tasks for a predetermined number of study meetings. Thus, evidence on how completely self-organized groups regulate their learning in authentic contexts is still very scarce. This is regrettable, especially in the light of the current COVID-19 crisis, during which self-organized, technology-enhanced collaboration might have tremendous potential to enhance learning. Therefore, this study tries to uncover what differentiates successful from less successful self-organized collaborative learning, in an attempt to derive implications for further research on how to design instructional support for this kind of (computer-supported) collaborative learning.

In the present article, we conceptualize collaboration in self-organized study groups as an instance of (socially) self-regulated learning (Järvelä and Hadwin [@CR19]) that requires groups to make decisions on their own learning process (e.g., concerning questions such as when and how long to meet, how to approach comprehension problems, or what technology to use during collaboration) (Zimmerman and Moylan [@CR68]). Then, we describe typical problems during self-organized collaborative learning, thereby differentiating between coordination-related problems, motivational problems, and comprehension-related problems (Järvelä and Järvenoja [@CR20]; Kirschner et al. [@CR33]). Based on this, we develop a theoretical model that systematically embeds three precursors of students' satisfaction with their group learning experience into the regulatory process. We assume that groups should be more satisfied with their group learning experience the more they (a) have a homogeneous problem perception and (b) use strategies that are immediate with respect to resolving the given regulation problem, and the more intensively they (c) apply regulation strategies. We tested these assumptions in an empirical study involving *N* = 122 students from *N* = 52 completely self-organized groups studying for their upcoming exams from a broad range of disciplines at 10 German universities. The students were all asked to document their study meetings as well as their satisfaction with each study meeting via questionnaires.

Conceptualizing self-organized collaborative learning {#Sec2}
=====================================================

In order to conceptualize self-organized collaborative learning, we refer to two prominent theoretical models from previous research. The first model is Zimmerman's cyclical phase model (Zimmerman and Moylan [@CR68]), which provides a rationale to describe the process of self-regulated (i.e., individual) learning. This model differentiates between (1) a *forethought phase*, a (2) *performance phase*, and (3) a *self-reflection phase*, during which learners regulate their learning. Even though this model refers to individual self-regulated learning, it informs our theoretical understanding of self-organized collaborative learning for at least two reasons: First, as also in self-organized collaborative learning, problems are not already known to learners before the start of the learning process. Zimmerman's model takes this into account through the cyclical phase structure of regulation. Secondly, the cyclical phase structure is reflected in the nature of repeated study meetings across the exam phase (Järvelä et al. [@CR27]; Zimmerman [@CR67]).

To illustrate this line of argument, Zimmerman's model will be applied to the self-organized collaborative learning in preparation for an upcoming exam in the following scenario: During the (1) forethought phase, the group is confronted with the task to prepare for the exam. As part of the task analysis, the group members set the goal to study the learning material necessary for the exam. Strategic planning is represented by the decision to form a study group for the purpose of collaborative exam preparation as well as by the organization of a study meeting to learn together. During the (2) performance phase, group members meet and engage in collaborative learning. They do so by executing learning strategies (= self-control) and continuously monitoring the learning process (= self-observation). In the (3) self-reflection phase, the learners assess whether the learning process was successful, which in turn influences follow-up reactions, such as satisfaction with the learning experience. Based on their appraisal of the processes and results of their meeting, they decide upon the organization of the remaining time for the current meeting or the organization of future meetings. At this point, the next forethought phase begins. Based on the assumption that most regulatory problems arise in the performance phase, this study focuses on processes in this phase. We conceptualize the regulation process during the performance phase as follows (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}): Through metacognitive monitoring, the individual members of a group (1) perceive and classify an obstacle to successful learning. To restore effective learning conditions (2) effective strategies must be selected and (3) executed with a certain intensity. These three processes (problem perception, selection of regulation strategies, execution intensity) should then affect the successfulness of the groups' regulation efforts.Fig. 1Theoretical model of the regulation of problems during collaborative learning in self-organized study groups (visualization inspired by Wecker and Fischer [@CR63]). Concepts in bold face are measured in the present study

As a second theoretical basis for the present study, we use the conceptualization for co-regulated learning proposed by Järvelä and Hadwin ([@CR19]) that has recently gained considerable attention in CSCL research (Järvelä et al. [@CR26]). Their model differentiates three modes of regulation during collaborative learning: self-regulation, i.e., where learners regulate their own learning processes (self-level), co-regulation, i.e., where learners support one another (co-level), and socially shared regulation, i.e., where the collective regulation effort is applied by the group (shared level). Self-, co-, and shared regulation as three modes of social regulation add a "vertical" dimension to our previously defined "horizontal" conceptualization of collaborative problem regulation. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this for an example involving two learners.

While the initial problem perception is an individual process, the subsequent reactions (i.e., both strategy planning and strategy application) can be executed at each social level. Accordingly, the perception of a problem can remain hidden at the self-level, but it can also be communicated to other group members, or other group members can infer it from another group member's behavour. In the same way, regulation strategies might be chosen by each of the learners, and carried out with varying intensity towards the learner herself (self), chosen by and carried out towards single other group members (co), or chosen by and carried out as a group (shared). For the purpose of the present study, this vertical dimension is necessary from a theoretical perspective to conceptualize similarities and differences in problem perceptions between groups. Therefore, in the empirical study reported later, we also differentiate regulation strategies that can be observed in groups at the three social levels suggested by this model.

Typical problems during self-organized collaborative learning {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Learning in groups is challenging when there is no external structure, i.e., when groups are completely free to decide when, where, what, and for how long to study (Volet et al. [@CR61]). Based on prior research on collaborative learning and problem regulation (Järvelä et al. [@CR25]; Järvenoja et al. [@CR31]; Malmberg et al. [@CR38]), we differentiate between three kinds of problems that may occur during self-organized collaborative learning: namely, (a) coordination-related, (b) motivational, and (c) comprehension-related problems.

*Coordination-related* problems may arise when group members set different priorities for studying exam content, or when they set different learning goals (Järvelä and Järvenoja [@CR20]; Järvelä et al. [@CR21]). For example, Järvenoja and Järvelä ([@CR29]) provide an in-depth analysis of two groups in which two out of four members differed from the rest of the group regarding their goals ("goals to maintain and increase one's own well-being, such as avoiding stress" versus "social goals" such as "having a good time and enjoying the experience"). Their analyses showed that this incongruence of goals caused serious problems for a purposeful collaboration within the group.

*Motivational problems* may emerge when group members struggle to see relevance in the exam topics or when they consider them boring, although it seems that motivational problems are often not determinable in detail (Järvelä et al. [@CR24]). Näykki et al. ([@CR41]) provide examples for these kinds of problems. They had 22 education students work together in groups of four to five over a twelve-week course. They found that groups frequently experienced motivation problems, such as low interest in the learning task and low participation. According to Järvelä et al. ([@CR22]), problems of this type often result in declining effort, engagement and participation, and have been identified as causal for the development of socio-emotional problems in groups (Järvenoja and Järvelä [@CR28]).

Finally, *comprehension-related problems* may arise when learning tasks are difficult for learners (Koivuniemi et al. [@CR34]), when learners have problems understanding each other's thinking (Kirschner et al. [@CR33]), or when the learning material is ill-structured (Näykki et al. [@CR42]). For instance, in a study by Malmberg et al. ([@CR38]), 103 students worked on collaborative tasks in groups of three to four during a two-month multimedia course. To facilitate collaboration, groups used an online learning environment that prompted them to report problems they experienced during collaboration. Comprehension-related problems (e.g., "The concept of treatment is not clear for us", p. 15) were by far the most frequent problems.

Homogeneity of problem perception {#Sec4}
---------------------------------

Before being able to use regulation to address a problem, learners need to recognize the presence and nature of their problem (Järvelä et al. [@CR27]). While this is already difficult in individual learning settings (e.g., Winne and Hadwin [@CR64]), it becomes even more difficult in groups, as the single group members may have divergent views on the problems their group is facing in a given situation (Splichal et al. [@CR57]). According to Järvelä and Hadwin ([@CR19]), the perception must be shared or co-constructed between learners and their learning partner(s) in order to validate, correct, or complete individual perceptions of the problem. This can be seen as fostering intersubjectivity, specifically intersubjectivity regarding problem perception, which is conceptualized as a distinctive characteristic of functional groups (Stahl [@CR58]). Thus, we assume that successful groups should be more able to develop a homogeneous joint problem perception with their members, in comparison to less successful groups (Bodemer and Dehler [@CR5]). This process does not necessarily have to take the form of a discussion about the perceived problems. It may also take place when learners infer their partners' problem perceptions from an observation of their behavior and then adapt their own perception individually (Volet et al. [@CR61]). Holding homogeneous problem perceptions should enable group members to take actions that are promising for solving the current problem (Hadwin et al. [@CR16]; Miller and Hadwin [@CR39]) and to collectively monitor and evaluate joint regulation and regulate success more easily than when problem perceptions are heterogeneous within a group (Hurme and Järvelä [@CR17]; Hurme et al. [@CR18]).

As can be seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we distinguish between two types of homogeneity regarding the problem perception: (a) homogeneity regarding the perception of the *types* of regulation problems, and (b) homogeneity regarding the *social level* at which these problems materialize within the group.

### Homogeneity regarding the perception of types of problems {#FPar1}

This kind of homogeneity is present when all members of a group hold a shared view regarding the type of problem the group is currently facing (see Splichal et al. [@CR57]). For example, two students of a dyadic study group might both perceive a motivational problem in their group situation. This would be a shared representation of the problem, and should in turn facilitate the decision for an appropriate strategy to remedy this problem (Barron [@CR2]; Bodemer and Dehler [@CR5]). In contrast, if one of the students currently perceives the "lack of comprehension of the subject matter" as a salient problem, while her learning partner instead perceives a coordination-related problem as being prominent, the result would be a heterogeneous problem perception. This heterogeneous view might interfere with making decisions regarding how to proceed (Aggarwal and O'Brien [@CR1]).

### Homogeneity regarding the social level at which a problem is located {#FPar2}

Homogeneity can also be considered in terms of the social level of regulation at which group members perceive problems. Here, Järvelä and Hadwin's ([@CR19]) differentiation of the self-, co- and shared-level proves helpful: Based on this differentiation, a homogeneous problem perception would be present, for example, when all members of a group perceive a comprehension problem on the side of another group member, and when that person also recognizes having this problem. The problem perception would instead be heterogeneous when some group members locate the problem at the shared-level, while others attribute it to just one member of the group. Again, such heterogeneity might make the selection of appropriate regulation strategies more difficult compared to cases in which groups have homogeneous perceptions.

So far, only a few studies have investigated questions related to the homogeneity or heterogeneity of problem perception in collaborative learning. The few studies that exist have instead focused on homogeneity regarding the type of problem being present, but have largely seemed to ignore homogeneity regarding the social level at which these problems occur. For example, Järvelä et al. ([@CR23]) asked group learners to report their most salient problem at the shared-level as a group. Even though the authors observed that a group with homogeneous problem perceptions not only showed high levels of shared regulation but also high-quality group outcomes, this study did not look into the possible effects of heterogeneity of problem perceptions across group members. Further, as students were prompted to negotiate their most salient problem, it remains unclear whether students would negotiate their problem perceptions also without being prompted externally.

Immediacy and intensity of strategy use {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

Once learners have built a perception of a particular problem (whether this perception is shared among the group members or not), the next step is the selection of strategies that seem appropriate to remedy this problem. To classify learning strategies, several suggestions exist in the literature that differ in nuances (e.g., Engelschalk et al. [@CR10]; Friedrich and Mandl [@CR13]; Zimmerman and Moylan [@CR68]). For the purpose of this article, we integrated these classifications into a comprehensive and multi-dimensional scheme (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This was necessary to be able to precisely map these strategies to the aforementioned problems. We propose a classification that differentiates four main categories of strategies: (a) cognitive, (b) metacognitive, (c) resource-oriented motivational, and (d) resource-oriented non-motivational strategies. *Cognitive strategies* are defined as strategies for creating or improving understanding (e.g., explaining central concepts to be learnt), retrieving information (e.g., rote learning), or cognitive organization of knowledge structures (e.g., by creating a mind-map). *Metacognitive strategies* are strategies for planning and regulation, or for reflection and evaluation of the learning process in order to select, evaluate, and fine-tune activities of successful learning. Examples include planning strategies (e.g., developing a study plan), and evaluation strategies (e.g., assessing whether the pace of learning is appropriate). *Resource-oriented motivational regulation strategies* are strategies that serve to establish and/or maintain learning motivation in order to support a continuous interaction with the learning material and with the learning partners. Examples are reward strategies (e.g., eating candy after having finished another hour of studying) or the enhancement of situational interest (e.g., starting the learning process with subjectively interesting topics). Finally, *resource-oriented, non-motivational strategies* are strategies that improve the general conditions of the learning process, such as providing enough time to study, ensuring attention, or gathering necessary learning materials. They include, for example, time management and environmental control strategies (e.g., choosing a quieter place for studying).Table 1The different strategy types along with examples from the dataStrategyDescriptionExample from dataCognitive  Organizational Strategies (OS)Strategies to get an overview over, to structure, or to reduce learning content"We created a mind map to structure the topic."  Strategies for Improving Comprehension (SIC)Deep learning strategies building on prior understanding of the subject matter like elaboration, questioning, explication, reflection, application"The mutual explanations were helpful for the whole group".  Strategies for Closing Gaps in Prior Knowledge (CGP)Strategies with a relatively high degree of elaboration that serve to close gaps in prior knowledge in generating a further differentiable knowledge base"I first clarified the theory on the topic."  Strategies to Resolve Differences in Understanding (RDU)Strategies for presenting and justifying own understanding of the learning content and adopting the perspective of others to align, adopt, or differentiate cognitive structures between learners"I have justified my conception of the task."  Surface-Oriented and Retention Strategies (SRS)Strategies to consolidate knowledge by memorizing or repeating learning content"We repeated the subject matter together."Metacognitive  Planning and Regulation of the Learning Process (PRL)Strategies aiming at managing the process of learning itself instead of the subject matter."I advised her to take a closer look at it at home, as I do not want it that much in detail."  Reflection and Evaluation of the Learning outcomes (REL)Strategies to measure progress, testing abilities, assessing and judging learning outcomes, or checking for correct responses"I specifically ask myself if I have understood everything."Motivational  Reward Strategies (RS)Setting up or reminding of a positive consequence following the learning activity"I told her that there is only little content left and that we have already done most of the work."  Increasing Situational Interest (ISI)Strategies to make the process of learning or the subject matter more fun, exciting, or interesting"We tried to make learning less boring by using humor."  Increasing Personal Significance (IPS)Strategies relating the subject matter or learning activity to own personal life, interests, or goals, or looking for relevance in other ways"I reminded us of the relevance for the job."  Mastery and Performance-Related Self-Talk (approach and avoidance) (MPS)Reminding of increasing competence (= mastery goal), demonstrating competence (= performance goal), or avoiding development or demonstration of incompetence as goals in themselves"I pointed out to my partners that he was better at the last exam than me, and that I would like to turn this around the next time."  Ability-Related Self-Talk (AST)Strategies to assure oneself/other group members/the group that one's ability is sufficient to cope with the subject matter or the exam"I reaffirmed their understanding of the subject matter."  Declaring Successful Self Control as a Goal (DSG)Convincing oneself/other group members/the group that being able to hold on/being disciplined is a valuable goal in itself"Gritted my teeth until I understood it."  Highlighting Frame Conditions or Constraints (HFC)Pointing to basic conditions that make exploiting the current learning opportunity necessary, urgent, or beneficial"Made others be more aware of how much more material there is to learn and how close the exam is."  Highlighting Group Utility as a Goal (HGU)Reminding of the benefits of being in a group or the role one has to play to make the group experience successful"Being a group makes it much easier to actually be productive. You do not want to be the one who thwarts progress, just because you do not feel like it."  Emotional Contagion (ECG)Trying to catch up with the positive spirit of other group members, to inspire others, or to avoid dragging others down"I let myself carry away by the others."  Unspecific Motivational Regulation Strategies (UMS)Strategies aiming at increasing motivation to study, though described so generally that they cannot be categorized more specifically"I motivated others."Resource-Oriented (Non-Motivational)  Time Management and Coordination (TMC)Strategies that address the use of time like planning pauses, avoiding private chats, preparing in advance to save time while meeting, or setting the time frame for the meeting."I suggested to effectively use the time."  Environmental Control (EC)Strategies aiming at managing surrounding conditions in a way to foster learning"I have asked my classmates to turn off all the phones."  Knowledge and Information Management (KIM)Strategies to organize or share resources containing learning material (in contrast to organizing the learning content itself ➔ OS)"We did provide our individual documents."  Attention Management (AM)Strategies that serve to direct the focus of attention at the subject matter or learning process"Redirected further discussions back to the topic"  Effort Management (EM)Strategies to manage workload and engagement, often by splitting a task into subtasks and assigning them to different group members"I engaged in the study group."  External Resource Management (ERM)Reaching out to external resources outside the study group for support, or looking something up"We searched the internet for explanations."  Care of Social Atmosphere (CSA)Strategies to establish or to maintain a positive, learning-friendly atmosphere between group members"I tried to be objective and to ignore the discrepancies between the two learners."

### Immediacy of strategy use {#FPar3}

In the present article, we assume that the effectiveness of a chosen strategy for regulating a given problem depends on how immediately it is applied with respect to the onset of the associated problem (see also Eckerlein et al. [@CR9]; Engelschalk et al. [@CR10]). Immediacy is thus defined as a measure of the *fit* of the selected strategies to the aim of successful regulation of a given problem. We argue that using an immediate strategy makes it more likely for learners to successfully solve a regulation problem, compared to using a non-immediate strategy. For example, if a learner does not understand a difficult concept, she might ask a fellow student for an explanation. If her partner's explanation is correct, this would be a strategy that would immediately solve the problem at hand. However, she might also try to motivate herself through setting a reward for successful problem solving in order to stay engaged in the learning process. This might be a strategy to solve a different problem (i.e., the tendency to avoid the task), but the problem of not understanding the subject matter would still be present after she has used this strategy. Therefore, the latter strategy would not be considered immediate for that specific problem.

The idea that strategies differ in their immediacy for regulating different problems is not new. With respect to *comprehension problems*, Leutner et al. ([@CR37]), for example, suggested that problems that arise from being confronted with confusing learning material could be controlled immediately with organizational strategies (e.g., summarize learning content; Zheng et al. [@CR66]). Similarly, Neber ([@CR43]) proposed that asking topic-related questions might be a strategy specifically for the purpose of overcoming problems that result from a lack of prior knowledge, whereas metacognitive strategies would address such problems only indirectly.

For *motivational problems*, Schwinger and Otterpohl ([@CR54]) assume that any motivational regulation strategy may theoretically be applied for immediate remediation of any type of motivational problem. Thus, from their perspective, differentiating between motivational regulation strategies that are immediate versus strategies that are not does not seem promising. However, Vollmeyer ([@CR62]) argues that motivational problems that arise from being confronted with boring learning material may be overcome with strategies for increasing situational interest, while Sansone and Thoman ([@CR51]) suggest using reward strategies in this situation instead. Furthermore, Vollmeyer ([@CR62]) suggests that general motivational problems (e.g., low motivation to engage with learning material) can be overcome with strategies that serve to increase personal significance, highlight conditions or constraints of the current learning situation, or offer rewards. It thus seems that motivational regulation strategies might be regarded as having a somewhat larger bandwidth than, for example, cognitive strategies (i.e., in many cases, the same strategy might be immediate for the regulation of more than one problem). Yet, building on Sansone and Thoman ([@CR51]) and Vollmeyer ([@CR62]), we regard it promising to analyze in more detail what motivational strategies are immediate for the regulation of which types of motivational problems.

For *coordination-related problems*, research on which strategies would be immediate and which ones would not largely appears to be missing. A typical coordination-related problem might be that the members of a group differ in their ideas for how to proceed with the task: One group member might want to revisit an earlier topic, while other group members might prefer improving their understanding of a new topic. To regulate this problem, the group might decide to apply a motivation regulation strategy like planning to reward itself after the study meeting. Alternatively, the group might decide to discuss and negotiate their divergent plans and find an agreement on how to proceed. For the given situation, we consider the latter strategy to be more immediate than the former strategy because communicating one's own plans and intentions is necessary prior to negotiating the further joint learning process. Applying a reward strategy, in contrast, would not solve that problem and therefore would not be immediate.

Empirical studies that look at the effects of the use of immediate versus non-immediate strategies on learning outcomes in collaborative learning are rare. A study by Hadwin et al. ([@CR16]) showed that from the perspective of collaborating learners, certain strategies (e.g., process control strategies) were subjectively more effective than others, but only when particular scaffolds were present (in this case: a nominal visualization that provided information about the range, but not the frequency, of task perceptions and goals or standards identified by other members of a group). When other or no scaffolds were used, this observation could not be made. Nevertheless, these findings can be regarded as evidence that at least from learners' subjective perspectives, certain strategies seem to be more immediate than others (at least in certain situations). In addition, and as shown, there are good theoretical reasons why applying immediate strategies should have a more positive effect on learning outcomes than the application of non-immediate strategies.

### Intensity of strategy use {#FPar4}

In addition to the potentially positive influence of immediacy of strategy use on the learning outcomes of self-organized group learning, our theoretical model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} assumes also that the intensity by which (learners in) groups apply strategies might have positive effects on learning outcomes. We define *intensity of strategy use* as the quantitative frequency by which learners apply different strategies. Our hypothesis is that the more intensively students use regulation strategies, the better their learning outcomes would be. The reason is that at least in difficult situations, applying a certain strategy only once (even an immediate one) or applying just one strategy repeatedly may not be enough to solve the current problem. Instead, positive effects on learning outcomes should become more likely the more students apply the same strategy or the strategy along with other strategies. In individual learning settings, evidence for this hypothesis comes from a study by Eckerlein et al. ([@CR9]). They found that the quantity by which students reported using motivational regulation strategies during exam preparation had a significant impact on invested effort and exam grade. Schwinger et al. ([@CR55]), though, failed to observe a direct effect of intensity of strategy use on exam grade, but found an indirect effect mediated by effort.

In collaborative learning contexts, evidence regarding the effects of intensity of strategy use on learning outcomes is mixed as well. On the one hand, Schoor and Bannert ([@CR53]) tested the intensity of strategy use at the self- versus social level (to be understood as including both co- and shared regulation) of 42 students during a computer-supported collaborative learning task and found no relation between the intensity of strategy use and performance. On the other hand, using qualitative analyses, Järvelä et al. ([@CR23]) report evidence that a more intense use of strategies ("We tried and tried.") was related to a higher quality of group product.

In sum, there is at least some empirical evidence suggesting that the intensity by which learners and groups use regulation strategies as they study might be positively related to important learning outcomes. While previous studies have mostly looked at the effects on outcomes such as effort and exam scores, the current study investigates the effects of intensity and immediacy of strategy use on students' satisfaction with the group learning experience.

Satisfaction with the group learning experience as an effect of successful regulation.

According to our theoretical model (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), we assume that a homogeneous problem perception (both with respect to the type of the problem and the social level at which the problem occurs) and both the immediacy and intensity of strategy use should have positive effects on learning outcomes. According to Winne and Hadwin ([@CR64]), such outcomes can be very diverse and include aspects such as academic performance, conceptual understanding, attitudes towards the learning topic, or students' self-efficacy. As mentioned, and in line with Zimmerman and Moylan ([@CR68]), we focus on satisfaction with the group learning experience as an outcome variable. The degree of satisfaction can be regarded as a product of the self-reflection phase (Zimmerman and Moylan [@CR68]) and depends on students' evaluations of how well their strategies worked out and of the degree to which they reached their learning goals. Concerning self-organized study groups in the exam phase, it can be assumed that the main goal these students set for their meetings is to better understand or to remember the required concepts in order to perform well on their exams (Volet et al. [@CR61]). If these appraisals are positive, learners should be satisfied with their group learning experience (Hadwin et al. [@CR16]).

Empirical findings support this kind of reasoning: Järvelä et al. ([@CR22]) found a qualitative association between effective (social) regulation and satisfaction, at least for a single case. Using quantitative methods with the data of *N* = 203 students, Noroozi et al. ([@CR45]) found knowledge gain to be positively associated with high satisfaction ratings. Thus, taking into account that Zimmerman and Moylan ([@CR68]) also argue that effective regulation leads to higher satisfaction ratings, we treat satisfaction with the group learning experience as an important outcome of collaborative learning and will therefore use it as an outcome measure in the empirical study reported in this article.

Research questions and hypotheses {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

We empirically tested the hypotheses represented in the theoretical model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} with a sample of university students who had voluntarily formed self-organized groups to study for their upcoming exams. Since regulation efficacy depends on context (Splichal et al. [@CR57]), we considered it necessary to reach a high level of external validity in our study. Therefore, we recruited real study groups from a broad range of disciplines to participate in our study. We formulated three research questions: First, we asked whether learners with homogeneous problem perceptions within their groups would be more satisfied with their group learning experience than learners with heterogeneous problem perceptions (RQ~1~). We expected that the more homogeneously groups perceived their problem, both with respect to the type of the perceived problem and to the social level at which the problem is located, the more satisfied with the group learning experience they would be (H~1~). Second, we asked whether learners' satisfaction with the group learning experience would increase with an increased use of immediate strategies. (RQ~2~). We assumed that satisfaction with their group learning experience would be higher, the more immediate strategies learners applied to solve their most salient problem (H~2~). Third, we asked whether learners' satisfaction with the group learning experience is associated with the intensity of strategy use within the group. (RQ~3~). Here, we expected satisfaction with the group learning experience to increase with higher and to decrease with lower intensity of strategy use (H~3~).

Method {#Sec7}
======

Sample {#Sec8}
------

Participants were *N* = 175 university students from 90 different self-organized study groups (74.29% female, 25.14% male, 0.57% other). They had an average age of 22 years (*M* = 22.26, *SD* = 2.68) and were on average in the fifth semester (*M* = 4.64, *SD* = 3.03) of their current study subject and in the sixth university semester overall (*M* = 6.21, *SD* = 3.85). Participants came from various study programs (e.g., education, teacher education, law, computer science, mathematics, biology, psychology, theology). Subjects were recruited online through social media at ten German universities, as well as through direct interpersonal communications on campus and in class. The number of learners from each study group who agreed to participate in the study and documented their study meeting varied between 1 and 5 learners, with two members being the most frequent number of participating group members (23.27%). This means that the groups were free to choose how many learners from their group participated in the study. For example in a group of three learners, only one person might have been willing to participate in the study, resulting in only one person documenting the study meetings of three people.

Groups studied in a completely self-organized way, i.e., they were not provided with any structuring aids such as scaffolds by the experimenters. Thus, the learners had to decide for themselves which tasks or activities they would work on with the goal of preparing for their exams without having been given tasks "from outside". The self-organized study groups were also free to hold meetings face-to-face or via digital technology.

After each study meeting, participants were asked to individually answer an online questionnaire. They were rewarded with EUR 14 if they completed the questionnaire three times. For each additional questionnaire, they were reimbursed with an additional EUR 3. The maximum number of questionnaires we asked students to complete was ten (EUR 35). Questionnaires on further meetings could be answered on a voluntary basis, but without further compensation. Because homogeneity could only be determined when there was data from at least two persons of the same group at a single measurement point available, only data of *N* = 122 students from 52 study groups was included in the analyses. Most groups documented three study meetings, and ended participation in the study somewhere between the third and the tenth meeting.

Instrumentation {#Sec9}
---------------

For data collection, we used a self-report questionnaire, which represented a modified version of the Adaptive Instrument for Regulation of Emotions (AIRE; Järvenoja et al. [@CR30]). In its original version, this instrument presents 12 coordination-related problems and asks learners to indicate the extent to which they experienced each of these problems during collaboration, using a five-point Likert scale (from 0 = *Did not happen* to 4 = *It was a big challenge*). An exemplary item is: *We seemed to have incompatible styles of working*. To measure students' problem perception, they are subsequently asked to mark their most salient regulation problem. Next, the AIRE questionnaire presents a list of strategies and asks students to indicate to what extent they applied each of these strategies to regulate their emotions that were evoked by the most salient problem. Finally, students are asked to indicate how satisfied they were with the group work on a four-point Likert scale (from 1 = *not satisfied at all* to 4 = *fully satisfied*).

We expanded this questionnaire by adding two motivational and three comprehension-related problems for a more complete coverage of the areas in which study groups might encounter problems. The formulation of these problems was oriented towards the problems mentioned in related research such as Malmberg et al. ([@CR38]) and Näykki et al. ([@CR41]). Further, we used the category *distraction problems* from the AIRE, but categorized it as a motivational problem. We further removed the three problem types of *different priorities*, *personal living conditions* and *problems to connect very well with one other,* to make the instrument more concise, as these problems were the most unlikely to occur in the context of self-organized groups where group formation is typically based on factors such as joint exams and interpersonal affinity. Also, we included a text box where students were asked to describe their most salient problem in their own words so we were able to check if groups actually described the same problem when they indicated the same problem type as their most salient problem. Further, we dropped the quantitative rating of employed regulation strategies. Instead, we asked participants to name the strategies they used to regulate their most salient problem at the self-, co- and shared level in an open answer format. In particular, at the *self*-level: "What did you personally think, do or say to ensure high quality of your own learning in this situation?"; at the *co*-level: "What did you personally think, do, or say to ensure high quality of the learning of individual others in this situation" and for the other possible direction of co-regulation: "What did you personally think, do or say to persuade other group members in this situation to ensure a high quality of your own learning?"; finally, at the *shared level*: "What did you as a group think, do or say to ensure high quality of the learning of the whole group in this situation"; Järvelä and Hadwin [@CR19]). Using an open answer format, we tried to reduce response bias related to social desirability. Finally, we expanded the four-point Likert scale for the satisfaction rating by three additional scale points in order to obtain a better differentiation of regulation efficacy. Subjects were asked to answer the questionnaire directly after each study meeting, but independently from each other. They received a reminder e-mail every evening at the same time in case they forgot to answer the questionnaire. The questionnaire that learners had to fill out was the same for each group member and study meeting.

Variables {#Sec10}
---------

### Homogeneity regarding the perception of types of problems {#FPar5}

To capture the group's homogeneity regarding the perception of the type of problem, participants were first asked to rate on a five-point scale (1 = *Is not true at all*, 5 = *Is absolutely true*) how intensively the group learners experienced each of the 14 listed problems during their study meeting. The variable was then operationalized as the variance within each group for each of the 14 problems. The variances for each problem type were then averaged across all problem types for each group. The mean variance then was z-standardized before the sign of this variable was flipped so that higher values would represent higher levels of homogeneity rather than heterogeneity.

### Homogeneity regarding the social level at which a problems is located {#FPar6}

Homogeneity of problem perception with respect to the social level was operationalized via the agreement in the perceptions of the location of the most salient problem between all members of a group. To measure this variable, participants rated on a five-point rating scale how strongly they experienced the problem they marked before as the most salient one (see section above) at the self-, co- and shared level (one item per level; 1 = *Is not true at all*, 5 = *Is absolutely true*). To determine homogeneity at the social level, we assigned the value '1' when perceptions of all group members matched, and the value '0' when one or more group member's perception(s) of the social level at which the most salient problem was located did not match with the perceptions of the rest of the group within a specific meeting. For example, when one learner in a dyad located the problem at the co-level, then the group was coded as homogeneous only when the other learner in that dyad did the same.

### Immediacy of strategy use {#FPar7}

To measure immediacy of strategy use, we developed a coding scheme to classify the learning strategies participants reported within one of four categories: (a) *cognitive strategies* (e.g., organizational strategy), (b) *metacognitive strategies* (e.g., planning and regulation of the learning process), (c) *resource-oriented, motivational strategies* (e.g., reward strategies) and (d) *resource-oriented, non-motivational strategies* (e.g., time management and coordination strategies). Based on established strategy typologies (Engelschalk et al. [@CR10]; Friedrich and Mandl [@CR12]), we differentiated between 26 categories: Twenty-four specific strategy types (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), one Other category for nonspecific strategies, and one None category for answers that did not describe any strategy. Two independent and trained coders rated all answers and reached sufficient interrater agreement (Cohen's *κ* = .85).

In a second step, the first and second author of this article discussed which of the 24 strategies would be immediate for each of the 14 regulation problems. In line with our theoretical assumptions, a strategy was considered *immediate* when, in principle, it would help to solve the current problem. It was regarded as *non-immediate* when an application of the strategy would not solve the specific problem. This resulted in the classification in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Overview over the strategy types that can be considered as strategies for an immediate regulation of the listed problemsSpecific ProblemStrategies Immediately Addressing the ProblemCognitiveMetacognitiveMotivationalNon-Motivational*Comprehension-Related Problems*  J. The group members have only low prior knowledge of the learning contents.SIC, CGP,ERM  L. The group perceives the learning material as difficult.OS, SICTMC  N. The group members perceive the study material as confusing.OS, SIC*Motivational Problems*  H. The group has distraction problems.PRLISI, DSG, HFC, ECGEC, AM  K. The group members have motivational problems.RS, ISI, IPS, MPS, AST, DSG, HFC, HGU, ECG, UMS  M. The group members consider the study material to be boring.RS, ISI, IPS, MPS, DSG, HFC, HGU, ECG*Coordination-Related Problems*  A. The group members have different goals for the meeting.PRLEM  B. The group members seem to have incompatible working styles.PRL  C. The group members seem to have different communication styles.PRL  D. The group members understand concepts / tasks differently.RDUPRL  E. The group members have different ideas on how to proceed with the task.PRL  F. The contributions of individual group members are differently strongly considered.EM  G. Not every group member always dares to participate.ASTEM  I. Not all group members have enough time for the meeting.TMC, KIM, AMBelow are the full labels of each strategy (abbreviations in parentheses)*Cognitive*: Organizational Strategies (OS), Strategies for Improving Comprehension (SIC), Strategies for Closing Gaps in Prior Knowledge (CGP), Strategies to Resolve Differences in Understanding (RDU), Surface-Oriented and Retention Strategies (SRS)*Metacognitive*: Planning and Regulation of the Learning Process (PRL), Reflection and Evaluation of the Learning Outcomes (REL)*Resource-oriented, motivational*: Reward Strategies (RS), Increasing Situational Interest (ISI), Increasing Personal Significance (IPS), Mastery and Performance-Related Self-Talk (approach and avoidance) (MPS), Ability-Related Self-Talk (AST), Declaring Successful Self Control as a Goal (DSG), Highlighting Frame Conditions or Constraints (HFC), Highlighting Group Utility as a Goal (HGU), Emotional Contagion (ECG), Unspecific Motivational Regulation Strategies (UMS)*Resource oriented, non-motivational*: Time Management and Coordination (TMC), Environmental Control (EC), Knowledge and Information Management (KIM), Attention Management (AM), Effort Management (EM), External Resource Management (ERM), Care of Social Atmosphere (CSA)

In a third step, each questionnaire was coded for whether the participant named at least one strategy that would be classified as *immediate* (in this case, the value '1' would be given) or not (in this case, the value '0' would be given) regarding the most salient problem that the participant noted perceiving. Subsequently, this binary variable was z-standardized.

### Intensity of strategy use {#FPar8}

To operationalize intensity of strategy use, we summed up the frequencies of all strategies a person reported for each meeting. For the subsequent analyses, this variable was z-standardized.

### Satisfaction with the group learning experience {#FPar9}

Satisfaction with the group learning experience was measured using one item that asked students to rate their satisfaction with the respective meeting on a seven-point rating scale (1 = *Totally unsatisfied*, 7 = *Totally satisfied*). The resulting variable was also z-standardized. Though the reliability of this one item measure cannot be determined directly, the multiple measurements collected for each participant within the longitudinal design might be considered to lend sufficient reliability for this outcome measure.

Statistical analysis {#Sec11}
--------------------

As preliminary analyses, we first calculated CFAs in order to examine if the initially formulated three-problem structure would be supported by the data. We further assessed the validity of our classification of immediate and non-immediate strategies for each problem by calculating absolute and relative frequencies by which each problem was regulated with an immediate versus a non-immediate strategy. In addition, we calculated for each problem whether immediate strategies were chosen more frequently than expected by chance.

To test whether homogeneity of problem perceptions, immediacy of strategy use and intensity of strategy use are associated with satisfaction with the group learning experience, we conducted hierarchical linear modelling using *R 3.5.2* (R Development Core Team [@CR47]) and the packages *lmerTest 3.1--0* (Kuznetsova et al. [@CR36]) with *lme4 1.1--21* (Bates et al. [@CR3]). Using HLM allowed for the analysis of the effects of each of the three predictor variables on satisfaction with the group learning experience as well as of the temporal variability of satisfaction with the group learning experience. This also allowed for an analysis of the variability of inter-individual and inter-group differences regarding satisfaction with the group learning experience. To account for the three-level data structure (observations in persons in groups; Singer and Willett [@CR56]), random intercepts were included (REML estimation).

Results {#Sec12}
=======

Preliminary analyses {#Sec13}
--------------------

In a first step, we checked whether our differentiation between coordination-related, motivational, and comprehension-related problems was plausible. CFAs that included the extent to which students experienced the 14 problems showed a superior model fit for the three-factor structure compared to other theoretically plausible one- or two-factor structures, (χ^2^ = 2965.899, *p* \< .001, χ^2^/*df* = 32.59, CFI = .89, RMSEA = .07, SRMR = .06). Note that the different problems in the list are considered to be primarily independent concepts, which would not make sense from a theoretical standpoint to be regressed on a latent factor. For example, having different goals is not causally related to having a different task understanding, though we classified them both as coordination-related problems. Thus, judging the degree of fit with typical standards for CFA would not be meaningful. However, we did perform the factor analysis for the purpose of determining which number of categories is best to group problems into for a more structured visualization. Also note that all other statistical procedures are based on actual problems (and strategies) only, not on problem categories.

In a second step, we computed the number of study meetings in which the learners reported experiencing each of the 14 problems as their most salient problem. In addition, we calculated to what extent participants selected immediate rather than non-immediate strategies to regulate these problems, and whether the use of immediate strategies was higher than would be expected by chance. The ratio of the choice of an immediate strategy in a particular problem situation compared to a random strategy choice in the same problem situation was expressed by a ratio value 'R'. We also investigated to what extent the choice of immediate or non-immediate strategies was linked to particular types of problems. This made it possible to identify interaction effects between the problem type and immediacy that could then be included in the subsequent hierarchical linear models.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows how many participants who experienced a particular problem chose an immediate or non-immediate strategy to address that problem. For each single problem, the confidence intervals indicate that participants reported immediate strategies significantly more frequently than non-immediate strategies, with the exception of *boring learning material*. For this problem, the 95% confidence intervals for immediate strategies included the 50% mark, which can be seen as an indication that participants did not choose immediate strategies significantly more or less often than non-immediate strategies. In sum, for almost all problems, 61% to 90% of the answers included at least one immediate strategy. Percentages of immediate strategy use were particularly high for comprehension-related problems.Fig. 2Decision tree with absolute relative frequencies of problems and immediate vs. non-immediate strategy types (with 95% confidence intervals) and with ratios 'R'. † indicates *p* ≤ 0.1, \* indicates *p* ≤ .05, \*\* indicates *p* ≤ .01, \*\*\* indicates *p* ≤ .001

In addition, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} includes the ratios 'R' of empirically observed immediate strategies by problem type compared to the random probability of choosing an immediate strategy for a particular problem. For coordination- and all comprehension-related problems, 'R's were \> 1. This indicates that when encountering coordination- and comprehension-related problems, participants typically reacted by selecting immediate strategies more often than non-immediate strategies, weighted by the probability for immediate strategies given the theoretical categorization (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, the ratios of the three motivational problems were significantly \<1, indicating that participants surprisingly selected more non-immediate than immediate strategies across problem types.

To determine the relations between our central predictor variables (the two homogeneity variables, immediacy of strategy use, and intensity of strategy use) and the satisfaction with the group learning experience as a proximal outcome of the group learning process, we calculated bivariate correlations (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Results showed that all predictors were significantly correlated with the satisfaction variable.Table 3Means, standard deviations, and correlations of the five variablesVariable*MSD*12341. Homogeneity (Problem type)0.720.402. Homogeneity (Social level)0.430.49.063. Immediacy0.760.43.04−.094. Intensity5.603.01.09\*−.05.17\*\*5. Satisfaction4.921.32.10\*.19\*\*.12\*\*.19\*\*\**p* ≤ .05, \*\* *p* ≤ .01

### Hierarchical linear models {#Sec14}

By calculating an unconditional means model (see Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}), we tested whether there was variability in satisfaction with the group learning experience across individuals and groups. We found that there was no between-person variation regarding satisfaction with the group learning experience. Nevertheless, 24% of the variance in satisfaction was explained by the differing group means.Table 4Results of the multi-level modelsModel 1Model 2Model 3Model 4Model 5**Fixed Effects**Intercept ~γ000~0.03 (0.08)0.19(0.10)0.18(0.01)0.146(0.10)0.14(0.10)Level 1  Learning meeting ~γ100~−0.04\*\*(0.01)−0.04\*\*(0.01)−0.03\*(0.01)−0.03\*(0.01)  Homog. Problem Type ~γ200~0.11\*(0.04)0.11\*(0.04)0.09\*(0.04)  Homog. Social Level ~γ300~0.15\*\*\*(0.04)0.16\*\*\*(0.04)0.16\*\*\*(0.04)  Immediacy ~γ400~0.10\*(0.04)0.08\*(0.05)  Problem Type ~γ500~−0.10(0.04)  Problem Type\*Immediacy ~γ600~−0.07(0.04)  Intensity ~γ700~0.13\*\*(0.04)**Random Parameters**  Level 2 (Persons)  Intercept Var(~Γ0~)0.020.020.020.030.04  Level 3 (Groups)  Intercept Var(~υ00~)0.24\*\*\*0.24\*\*\*0.23\*\*\*0.21\*\*\*0.19\*\***Model Information**  ICC (Persons)0.020.020.030.030.05  ICC (Groups)0.270.270.280.270.26  Observations489489489489489  Marginal R2/Conditional R20.00/0.270.02/0.280.05/0.320.07/0.320.08/0.32

The second model, an unconditional growth model, was used to analyze whether satisfaction with the group learning experience was stable across meetings. First, the effect of the group level reported in the previous model remained significant (as in all subsequent models). In addition, we found a main effect of time (γ~100~) indicating that satisfaction with the group learning experience decreased over time.

The third model tested the relations between the two types of homogeneity of problem perceptions and satisfaction with the group learning experience. In line with Hypothesis H~1~, we found a positive correlation between homogeneity of problem perception with respect to problem type (γ~200~) as well as to social level (γ~300~) and satisfaction with the group learning experience. In both cases, satisfaction increased with increasing homogeneity. Thus, Hypothesis H~1~ was supported (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} Plot A and B).Fig. 3Results of the homogeneity models (Plot A and B), the immediacy model (Plot C) and the intensity model (Plot D). Each dot represents one learner

The fourth model tested whether learners' satisfaction with the group learning experience was dependent on the immediacy of strategies they used to address their regulation problems (γ~400~). Based on the results of the preliminary analyses (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), which indicated differential strategy preferences (immediate vs. other strategies) for different types of problems (coordination- and comprehension related problems vs. motivational problems), we added problem type (γ~500~) and the interaction of immediacy and problem type (γ~600~) to the model. First, we found a significant effect of immediacy on satisfaction with the group learning experience. Thus, Hypothesis H~2~ was supported. Further, we neither observed a significant main effect of the problem type nor a significant interaction effect of immediacy and problem type. In other words, we observed a positive effect of immediate strategy use on satisfaction with the group learning experience for the regulation, which was general across all types of problems (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} Plot C). Therefore, we dropped these exploratory terms in the subsequent model.

Finally, we tested the effect of intensity of strategy use on satisfaction with the group learning experience (Model 5). While all previously reported effects were stable, we also found a significant main effect of the intensity of strategy use (γ~700~) on satisfaction, as was predicted by Hypothesis H~3~. Thus, satisfaction with the group learning experience increased the more intensively students used regulation strategies (see Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} Plot D).

Qualitative case analysis {#Sec15}
-------------------------

The quantitative analysis reported above indicates that learners were more satisfied the more homogeneous their problem perceptions were within their groups, the more immediate the strategies were they applied to cope with the most salient problem, and the more intensively they used strategies to remedy that problem. To illustrate how these effects might have been created, we also analyzed the open answers of two exemplary groups in a qualitative way. One of the two meetings (group 39) can be regarded as highly effective, whereas the other presents an example for a rather ineffective meeting (group 29).

The two learners from group 39 are displayed along with their documentation of the third study meeting. This group documented eight study meetings within 38 days during an exam phase. Thus, the dyad roughly met weekly. The study meetings consistently lasted about 1.5 h. During each of these meetings, the group prepared for an oral exam in pedagogical anthropology. The satisfaction of this group across all meetings varied between 2 and 6 (*M* = 4.08, *SD* = 1.04). The qualitative data of this group is presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}:Table 5Qualitative case examples of two selected groupsProblem PerceptionStrategy UseImmediacySatisfactionGroup 39: "hardworking learners"**Learner 161:**"We both understood the task differently and therefore did not get on the green track."Self: "I tried to communicate with my fellow student and find out what is the crux. of the matter. We both had a different idea of ​​the task, so I tried to illuminate both sides to show her my point of view."(goal: "For me personally repetition and start a new topic")Co: "I tried to communicate with my fellow student and find out what is the crux of the matter. We both had a different idea of ​​the task, so I tried to illuminate both sides to show her my point of view."Shared: "We both went into each other and explained the task to each other."15**Learner 158:**"There were important terms that we had not understood in a similar way and it was difficult to come up with a meaningful answer."Shared: "Everyone first expressed their idea, understanding of the term and then looked to see if there was any overlap. We also looked for explanations on the internet and in literature."(goal: "To develop and understand the material together and to keep the contents")Co: "I tried not to cling too much to my opinion and to be willing to listen to other ideas and think them through and thus come up with an answer together."Self: "I tried to be open to other opinions and opinions and thus to create links."15Group 29: "the kilics"**Learner 168:**"We had different goals."Self: "I let out my negative energy."(goal: To learn as much as possible for the exam)Co: "We tried not to distract each other. I tried to be quiet."03**Learner 167:**Shared: "We have thought that tomorrow is the exam."We have focused on the more important exam and the other has moved into the background."Co: "I said that it was the last day before the exam, and everyone else didn't learn much, because the other exams are intermediate exams. I didn't say much about it, everything was aware to everyone."03(goal: Tomorrow's exam)Self: "I thought that I would get the most out of what I can learn in one day."

As can be seen in this table, the learners of group 39 show homogeneous problem perceptions of the type of problem perceived. In the subsequent questionnaire, they both reported homogeneously that they understood the task differently, and therefore consistently rated their salient problem as a "coordination-related problem". The learners in this group also showed homogeneous problem perceptions regarding the social level of the most salient problem. After all, they mutually perceived the problem described as being equally "distributed" across the three social levels. In addition, both students show a high intensity of strategies they used: While learner 161 reported to have used eleven strategies to cope with the problem, learner 158 reported ten strategies compared to *M* = 5.6 (*SD* = 3.01) for the total sample. Regarding the immediacy of these strategies, both learners of the group exclusively used immediate strategies. Finally, both students reported they were satisfied with their study meeting. Accordingly, the reactions of this group for the study meeting show that both members successfully coordinated their metacognitive perceptions, their strategies, and their evaluations in the service of a co-constructed or shared outcome (Hadwin et al. [@CR15]).

Further, the qualitative data of group 29 (fifth documented study meeting) is presented in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. Almost all (except for the first) of the eleven documented meetings of this group took place within a 10 day period of time. These meetings usually lasted 2 h, but the duration of the fifth meeting presented here lasted 5 h. The group always studied in pairs, except for the tenth meeting, where they studied as a triad. The group prepared for various exams during the learning meetings. In the case of the meeting shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the group prepared for civil law and the law of obligation, while the other meetings all focused on criminal or public law. All of these exams were written exams. The satisfaction of this group across all meetings varied between 3 and 6 (*M* = 4.07, *SD* = 1.1).

In contrast to group 39, learners in group 29 seem to have mastered their problems less well. The two students showed heterogeneous problem perceptions in relation to the type of problem: Learner 168 identified the most salient problem as a "coordination-related problem" because he perceived different goals within the group. This view, however, seemed not to be shared by learner 167 who categorized the most salient problem as a "comprehension-related problem". In the end, learner 167 noticed that both learners agreed as a group on a shared goal (probably while preparing for the earlier or more important exam), at the expense of their preparation for another exam. As can be seen from the table, the two learners in this group used relatively few strategies to overcome their most salient problem. While learner 168 used five strategies, his fellow learner only used three strategies. Furthermore, the two learners did not use any immediate strategies. In addition, the two learners indicated that they were rather dissatisfied with their study meeting. This reflects their less favorable characteristics on almost all of the variables employed in this study (with the exception of problem perception in relation to social levels). One might even question whether this group can rightly be considered to have engaged in collaborative learning at all (see Jeong et al. [@CR32]).

Discussion {#Sec16}
==========

The majority of CSCL research so far has focused on how groups collaborate in formal contexts, often with an emphasis on how best to structure or "script" collaboration (e.g., de Wever et al. [@CR7]). Yet, research on collaboration in informal settings, i.e., in situations during which learners deliberately form groups and then plan and execute their collaboration on their own, i.e., without external guidance, is scarce. More specifically, little is known about what makes self-organized collaboration a successful experience.

The few studies that exist in this field suggest that many groups experience comprehension- and coordination-related as well as motivational problems during collaboration, and that they often fail to effectively regulate these problems (Malmberg et al. [@CR38]). As a result, group members often perceive their study meetings as unsatisfactory (Järvelä et al. [@CR22]). The exact processes that account for a successful regulation of such problems have not been elucidated in prior work.

In this study, we assumed that successful self-organized collaborative learning depends on group members' abilities to develop homogeneous problem perceptions as well as on their respective abilities to use mainly immediate strategies at high levels of intensity. We therefore developed a theoretical model that differentiates between problem perception, strategy use and regulation effectivity (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In an ecologically valid setting, we investigated the association between four different possible predictors with students' satisfaction with their group learning experiences: (a) the homogeneity of group members' problem perception (both with respect to the type of problem and the social level at which the problem occurs; RQ~1~), (b) the immediacy of the strategies students used (RQ~2~) and (c) the intensity of strategies they employed to regulate occurring problems (RQ~3~).

Our results provide evidence that all proposed predictors are important for students' satisfaction with their group learning experiences. First, both variants of homogeneity regarding the perception of the type and the social level of the problem were positively associated with satisfaction with the group learning experience (RQ~1~). According to our theoretical reasoning, homogeneous problem perception is likely to facilitate strategy employment, which in turn has the potential to make strategy use more effective and more in line with the group goals (Bolstad and Endsley [@CR6]; Nelson and Cooprider [@CR44]). To arrive at a high satisfaction with the group learning experience, we thus recommend that self-organized study groups try to work towards a homogeneous problem perception (both with respect to the type of problem and the social level at which it occurs) before employing any kind of cognitive strategy to interact with the learning material.

Second, the use of strategies that immediately address the present regulation problem (as compared to the use of non-immediate strategies) appears helpful for reaching higher levels of satisfaction with the group learning experience (RQ~2~). Based on Zimmerman and Moylan ([@CR68]), we assumed that the choice of immediate strategies for the regulation of a particular problem should facilitate a more effective regulation of this problem and thus lead to greater satisfaction with the group learning experience. Though it seems that the problem type does interact with the selection of immediate strategies, this interaction did not predict satisfaction with the group learning experience. In other words: the choice of immediate strategies seems to be related to higher satisfaction with the group learning experience for *any* type of problem, whether it is coordination-related, motivational or comprehension-related.

In this context, one issue deserves further elaboration: In the absence of instruments that measure immediacy of strategy use, one challenge we faced was to arrive at a sound operationalization of this variable. Our approach was to map each strategy to different problems that we suspected could be addressed using that strategy. Our preliminary analyses seem to provide support for our mapping, at least for coordination- and comprehension-related problems: We found that for these types of problems, students apply significantly more immediate strategies than expected by chance. Thus, students seem to be sensitive to the types of problems they experience and design their regulation process in a way that orients towards these problems. This is in line with the assumption that during the performance phase, self-regulated learners engage in self-monitoring, which in turn facilitates the selection of appropriate strategies (e.g., Zimmerman and Moylan [@CR68]).

However, this does not seem to be the case for motivational problems. There, we surprisingly found that students selected significantly fewer immediate strategies than expected by chance. This is in contrast with results of the study by Malmberg et al. ([@CR38]) who asked students of higher and lower performing groups in a collaborative learning phase what their most salient group problem was and how they regulated it. Results showed that both the higher and lower performing groups regulated motivation problems especially with motivational regulation strategies. The fact that our results do not confirm these findings indicates that the *avoidance* of immediate strategies when faced with motivational problems that we observed might actually reflect students' relative inability to effectively deal with motivational problems rather than indicate a suboptimal matching of regulation strategies to these types of problems. This interpretation is supported by the finding that the strategies we proposed to be immediate for regulating motivational problems were also connected to higher satisfaction with the group learning experience, while the selection of non-immediate strategies was connected to lower satisfaction.

Third, the intensity of strategy use also was a significant predictor of students' satisfaction with their group learning experience (RQ~3~). Descriptively, this effect was even stronger than the effects of the other predictors. This result contradicts Zimmerman ([@CR67]) as well as Wirth and Leutner ([@CR65]) who argued that the use of immediate strategies should be more important for success than only the frequency of strategy use. On the other hand, our results show that the association between intensity and satisfaction with the group learning experience is still present when controlling for immediacy, which suggests that intensity of strategy use does play a role in successful regulation. For motivational regulation problems, this was also demonstrated by Eckerlein et al. ([@CR9]) who found a direct effect of the frequency of motivational regulation strategies on students' successful regulation of motivational problems in individual self-regulated learning. Further research is still needed to pinpoint the exact conditions under which the frequent use of a broad range of regulation strategies is of particular importance. For certain situations, especially ones in which groups experience problems for which they already have one or two effective strategies at their disposal, the selection of additional strategies might be superfluous. Given that our participants might frequently have found themselves in situations in which they did not have particularly strong strategies at their disposal (or in which they at least might not have been certain which strategies to apply), the selection and application of a broad range of strategies might nevertheless have been effective, at least with respect to leading to satisfaction with the group learning experience.

Our analysis of the two qualitative case examples further illustrated the theoretically hypothesized and empirically confirmed relationships between homogeneity of problem perception, immediacy and intensity of strategy use and satisfaction with the group learning experience. Furthermore, it also shed light on the assumed mechanism that links theses variables. As outlined in our theoretical model, holding homogeneous problem perceptions should be beneficial for subsequent choice and application of regulation strategies. The comparison of both case examples indicates that this might in fact be true: In the high performing group, both learners' regulatory engagement complemented and supported each others' efforts. In this group, it is possible to see how complementarity is achievable and achieved through the experience of homogeneous problem perceptions. In the low performing group, strategies were not complementary, likely because of heterogeneous problem perceptions, which might have hindered effective regulation, i.e., the choice of immediate strategies and their intensive application.

Overall, we argue that although our study was not conducted in a classical CSCL context (e.g., since we let the students choose whether or not to use technology to support their learning), we see high potential of our design and results to stimulate future CSCL research in multiple ways. First, our results suggest effective regulation of collaboration is associated with (a) arrival at homogeneous problem perceptions, (b) use of specific strategies that are immediate for solving the problems at hand, and (c) extensive use of regulation strategies. Yet, our own study as well as research by Malmberg et al. ([@CR38]) shows that many groups do not engage in these processes spontaneously. It is thus a delicate question how self-organized groups might be supported in developing homogeneous problem perceptions, selecting immediate strategies and exhibiting high regulation intensity.

Proponents of research on scripting CSCL might argue that groups should be supported with rather detailed prompting regimes that distribute learning activities and roles among group members (Fischer et al. [@CR11]). However, the very idea of a script could be seen in opposition to the ideal of a group engaging in self-organized collaboration. One might even invoke the concern over the danger of over-scripting collaboration (Dillenbourg [@CR8]), though recent work challenges this concern (Radkowitsch et al. [@CR48]). Nevertheless, self-organized groups might benefit from less coercive guidance, such as group awareness tools (Schnaubert and Bodemer [@CR52]). Another option might be to improve skills for self-organized collaborative learning beforehand: Students could be trained, for example at the beginning of the semester, to increase awareness of different kinds of problems and to develop their abilities to diagnose them, to share their problem perception in the group in order to increase homogeneity of problem perception, to master a broad variety of regulation strategies (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), and to acquire strategic insight into which strategy is immediate and effective for which problem (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Yet, more research is necessary to develop and test different ways for scaffolding self-organized study groups.

Second, we argue that the theoretical framework we presented in this article might lead CSCL research to explore new and formerly under-researched questions. For example, with respect to regulation processes, we only looked at the effects of homogeneity, immediacy and the intensity of strategy use. What we did not investigate is *how* learners arrive at a homogenous understanding of their problems, select immediate strategies, and apply them with sufficient intensity. Future CSCL research might investigate these processes, especially because knowledge about these processes might be very beneficial for designing precisely targeted scaffolds. Furthermore, there might even be more regulation processes that contribute to regulation effectivity: For example, regulation might be more effective when groups apply strategies they are able to produce at higher levels of quality. Also, more research is necessary to explore the mechanisms that are accountable for the relations we found between problem perceptions and regulation processes on the one hand and regulation effectivity on the other hand. For example, the more homogeneous the problem perceptions within groups are, the easier it might be to select immediate strategies. These conjectures have not yet been tested, and are therefore left for future research.

Third, we argue that our study shows that the differentiation between social levels of regulation during collaborative learning that was proposed by Järvelä and Hadwin ([@CR19]) is not only helpful for studying regulation processes, but also for investigating the effects of different problem perceptions that precede the actual regulation process. Furthermore, it might even be promising to apply the differentiation between the self-, co- and shared level to the concept of regulation efficacy, as group members may or may not arrive at similar levels of satisfaction (or other measures of regulation efficacy) as a result of the same collaboration experience.

Limitations and conclusions {#Sec17}
===========================

Of course, this study is not without limitations: First, we heavily relied on self-report data, which has been regarded as less rigorous than other measurement approaches as it may suffer from low validity (see, for example, Berger and Karabenick [@CR4]). Nevertheless, we felt that using self-report data was justified in this case because of our specific interest in satisfaction with the group learning. The experience of satisfaction is unquestionably subjective in nature, and effects on satisfaction might best be expressed in subjective rather than objective assessments. Theoretically, additional objective process data might have been obtained via event logs (Järvelä et al. [@CR27]). However, we would have had to force learners to exclusively communicate via computer (for example, see Hadwin et al. [@CR16]; Volet et al. [@CR61]), which is contrary to the original intention to study collaborative learning in the naturalistic setting of self-organized study groups. Anecdotally, we noticed that groups mainly seemed to use computers as a knowledge repository and as an external resource, rather than as a means of communication. In future research, it might be interesting to look specifically at regulation processes of groups that used computers as a communication aid, compared to groups that did not. Second, as an outcome variable, we only included learners' satisfaction with their group learning experience as opposed to measuring learning or test preparedness. Of course, it would be interesting to see if there would be similar effects of the predictor variables on students' exam performance. In the context of our study, though, measuring objective performance data was not possible because participants prepared for different subjects such as mathematics, law, or teacher education, which were not known to us in advance. Thus, on the one hand, developing a single knowledge test for all participants was impossible, and on the other hand, the actual grades the participants achieved in the exams they were preparing for were not comparable due to the different subjects of study at different universities. Additionally, the actual exam grades would be difficult to causally associate with the regulation success in single study group meetings.

Third, it should be noted that some of our operationalizations might be questioned: We based our operationalization of immediacy of strategy use only on theoretical considerations (e.g., based on Eckerlein et al. [@CR9]; Hadwin et al. [@CR16]). Although future studies might employ a more differentiated coding of the immediacy variable, the fact that satisfaction increased with an increase in all our predictor variables while controlling for problem type actually supports our strategy-problem assignment. Additionally, because of the striking result that students seemed to neglect immediate strategies for motivational problems, future studies should investigate why students seem to regulate motivational problems primarily with non-immediate strategies. Further, our operationalization of homogeneity regarding problem perception with respect to the social level at which the problem occurs may have been limited in cases in which the group consisted of more than two persons. Especially when students indicated that the problem was located at the co-level, measures did not reliably indicate whether or not the different group members attributed the problem to the same person(s). Also, intensity of strategy use was operationalized as frequency of *any* type of strategies. Instead, counting only *particular* strategies might have been an alternative option.

Last, we looked at the relations between the three constructs (1) homogeneity of problem perception, (2) immediacy and intensity of strategy use, and (3) satisfaction with the group learning experience at a global level only (though controlling for a linear trend of time and random differences between groups and persons). We did not investigate the dynamics of these variables and their interactions over time because of insufficient sample size, especially in the later meetings. This aspect of self-organized collaborative learning would be interesting to analyze in future research, especially given the recent discussion on the importance of temporality of learning processes in CSCL research (Molenaar and Järvelä [@CR40]).

Despite these limitations, we believe that our study marks a promising starting point for future research on how self-organized study groups regulate their collaboration and how they might be scaffolded in this process. Especially in times of crisis, as during the current COVID-19 pandemic, self-organized, technology-supported study groups might become even more frequent---a better understanding of this phenomenon should therefore be at the core of future CSCL research.
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